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Introduction

This configuration manual will illustrate the environment setup and the configurations for the
same to implement ”Prediction and Classification of Electrocardiogram-Signals using
Machine Learning using Apache Spark”.
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Environment Specification and Configuration

2.1 Hardware Configurations
The hardware configuration of the system used for this project is shown in the Figure

2.2 Software Specifications and Requirements
1. To download the Apache ecosystem on a Virtual Machine, VirtualBox application
was installed with Ubuntu Operating System.
The download link for VirtualBox is as follows –
https://download.virtualbox.org/virtualbox/6.1.26/VirtualBox-6.1.26-145957-Win.exe
The download link for the Ubuntu OS execution file is as follows –
https://ubuntu.com/download/desktop/thank-you?version=20.04.2.0&architecture=amd64
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2. After downloading both the files, the following steps will provide a detailed
description to setup VirtualBox and Ubuntu on the VirtualBox. After downloading the
execution file for VirtualBox, run the execution file and then open it.

3. VirtualBox Setup –
Click the "New" button. This is used to create a virtual machine as shown. Then press
the "Create" button. Assign the Memory Size. In this case 11GB Ram was used.
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The next step is to create the hard disk. Select the option as shown. Then press
"Next".

Select VirtualBox Disk Image and press “Next”
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Choose the storage type. If the host device has less storage, then choose “dynamically
allocated” option, else, choose “fixed size”

Select the file path for the Virtual Machine to be stored and storage size
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After the virtual machine is created, open “Settings” and select the options as shown in
the figure
-General

-System Storage
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On the top right corner select the “empty disk” option and choose the Ubuntu ISO file
previously downloaded.

-Network
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4. Ubuntu Setup –
After VirtualBox settings configuration, close it and select the “Start” option. This
will start the virtual machine.

Select the choice of language and click “Install Ubuntu”
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Select the keyboard layout style

Select all the checkboxes except Minimal installation.
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Choose the installation type.

The following screen will request for disk formatting This will not make any changes
to the host system. The clean-up and formatting are only for the virtual machine.
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Enter the username and password. DO NOT FORGET THE LOGIN DETAILS.
SAVE IT SOMEWHERE IF NECESSARY

The installation will commence. It will take some time for the OS to completely
installed.
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Post installation the virtual machine will request for a reboot. Press “Restart Now”

After the system restarts, enter the login details and open the terminal by pressing
“Ctrl + Alt + t” and enter the following command as shown in the figure. This will
install all essential Ubuntu packages.

2.3 Hadoop Installation
1. Open the Terminal (Ctrl + Alt + t) and update Ubuntu OS using the commands –
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get upgrade
2. Install Java-8 jdk using the following command –
sudo apt install openjdk-8-jdk
3. Check where Java is installed (Java Path). This is required to configure Hadoop.
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4. Open the /etc/profile file using the command –
sudo nano /etc/profile
Add the following lines of code to set the path for Java. And then save the file using
the command –
source /etc/profile

5. Open the sysctl.conf file using the command –
sudo nano /etc/profile/sysctl.conf
Add the following lines of code.

6. To make these changes to take immediate effect, reboot the system.
7. Configure the SSH for Hadoop. Create a user group for Hadoop using the following
commands –

8. Install SSH

Enable SSH

Start SSH
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9. Switch user by typing the following command

10. Generating public/private keys folder

11. Copy the keys to the authorized keys folder

12. Change the permissions for the keys

13. Download Hadoop 3.3.0 using the command

14. Extract the contents of the Hadoop zip file using the command tar -xvf hadoop 3.3.0.tar.gz
15. Move the extracted file into cd/usr/local. Change ownership using the following
command sudo chown -R hduser:hadoopgroup /usr/local/Hadoop-3.3.0
16. Create a symbolic link with hadoop using the command

17. Open the bashrc file using the command sudo nano ./.bashrc and configure it using
the following lines of code. Then save the file using source
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18. Open the Hadoop environment to set the java path

19. Navigate to the hadoop directory using cd /usr/local/hadoop/etc/hadoop and
navigate the .xml files and add the following –
sudo nano core-site.xml

sudo nano mapred-site.xml

sudo nano yarn-site.xml

sudo nano hdfs-site.xml

20. Navigate to the home directory using the command cd
21. Format the namenode
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22. Start Hadoop services by first navigating to the Hadoop directory
cd /usr/local/hadoop

2.4 Apache Spark Installation
1. Download and extract Apache Spark 3.1.2 in cd /usr/local using the link
https://www.apache.org/dyn/closer.lua/spark/spark-3.1.2/spark-3.1.2-binhadoop3.2.tgz
2. Create a symbolic link of spark using the command
sudo ln –s spark-3.1.2-bin-hadoop3.2 spark
3. Change the ownership of the Spark directory to Hadoop group and ownership to
hduser as seen in section 2.3 (sudo chown -R hduser:hadoopgroup spark/)
4. Configure the .bashrc file using the following lines of code and save it using source

5. Navigate to cd/usr/local/spark and start the services using sbin/start-master.sh

2.5 Anaconda Installation
1. Download Anaconda using the following link:
https://repo.anaconda.com/archive/Anaconda3-2021.05-Linux-x86_64.sh
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2. Once the download is complete, extract it using the command:
Once the installation commences, read the terms and conditions, and answer “yes” to
everything. Keep in mind to answer “yes” when the installer requests permission to
prepend anaconda3 path to the .bashrc file.
3. Then source the .bashrc file for the changes to take immediate effect
The terminal should look like the following:

4. To implement Deep Neural Networks, create a separate environment on Anaconda
and install TensorFlow and Keras.
5. First step is to install conda forge. This is used to download and install TensorFlow.
Use the following commands on the terminal after installing Anaconda:
conda config –add channels conda-forge
conda config –set channel_priority strict
6. Before installing Keras and TensorFlow a new environment must be created. Open
anaconda navigator

Go to environments and create a new environment named “TensorFlow”.
7. After the new environment is created, select the TensorFlow environment and install
TensorFlow Package
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3

Implementation of the research project

3.1 Download the dataset
a) Download the wfdb package using the following line on the terminal:
pip install wfdb
b) Open a new python file using the terminal as shown

c) Type the following lines of code to download the data

d) Save the file and exit the text editor. Run the python script using the following
line:
e) The data will be downloaded under the folder name “Data”. The contents of the
folder will look like the following:
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3.2 Data Preprocessing, Transformation and Exploratory Data Analysis
a) Open a new python file using a text editor (nano, vim, vi, gedit, etc) in the
terminal for Data Processing, Data Transformation, Signal extraction and EDA.
nano preprocess.py
b) Import the following packages

c) The names of the data files, five types of classes, different types of beats and
different types of beats assigned to each class are stored in different lists and
dictionaries.
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d) Data Preprocessing using Denoising1 (DWT for decomposition and IDWT for
reconstruction of the wavelets), normalising the wavelets and extracting the
waveform for five different classes of heartbeats.

e) Exploratory Data Analysis on the Data

1

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/32184232/filter-ecg-signal-with-wavelet
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f) Storing the transformed and cleaned data into a .csv that will be stored on the
HDFS.

g) Storing the transformed and cleaned data in a .pk file that can be used to
implement models locally

h) Save and run the python file using python preprocess.py
OUTPUTS -
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3.3 Experiment 1 – Local implementation of the classification and
prediction models
3.3.1 Implementation of Deep Neural Network
a) On the terminal change the environment using conda activate TensorFlow.
In this research project the name of the environment is TensorFlow.
b) Open a python file on the terminal to using a text editor to implement DNN
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c) Import the required libraries

d) Load the dataset

e) Split the data into train data and test data in the ratio of 70:30
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f) Create the DNN model

g) Train and test the model and then evaluate it using accuracy, specificity, sensitivity,
and execution time.
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h) Close the python file and save it. Run the program using python DNN.py
OUTPUT –
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3.3.2 Implementation of Random Forest model
a) On the terminal return to base environment and then open a python file to implement
RF.

b) Import the required packages

c) Split the data into train and test in the ration of 80:20
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d) Train and test the model and, then evaluate it using accuracy, specificity, sensitivity,
and execution time.

e) Save and close the python file. Run the program using python RF.py
OUTPUT –

3.3.3 Implementation of Support Vector Machine model
a) Open a python file on the terminal to implement SVM.
b) Import the libraries
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c) Split the data into train and test in the ration of 80:20

d) Train and test the model and, then evaluate it using accuracy, specificity, sensitivity,
and execution time

e) Save the file and close it. Execute the file using python SVM.py
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OUTPUT –

3.4 Experiment 2 – Implementation of the classification and prediction
models on Apache Spark
The first step in this experiment is to load the data into Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS).

To check whether the dataset has been successfully loaded or not type the following
command:
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3.4.1 Implementation of Deep Neural Network model
a) Import libraries

b) Create Spark Context and start Spark Session

c) Import the dataset from hdfs.

d) Change the data type for the columns from object to float. Then rename the 0_y
column to ‘label’. Select the features and labels and convert them into NumPy arrays.
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e) Split the features and labels into training set and test set in the ratio 80:20.

f) Function to create a Deep neural Network using 4 layers.
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g) Use HyperOpt2 to implement keras parallely. This function also helps select the best
model (optimal model) during training that can be tested and validated.

h) Use the best configuration model for evaluation.

i) Save the file and clost it. Run the python file using spark-submit.

2

https://pythonrepo.com/repo/maxpumperla-hyperas-python-deep-learning
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OUTPUT –

3.4.2 Implementation of Random Forest model
a) Import the libraries

b) Create Spark Context and start Spark Session
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c) Read the data from hdfs. Change the data type from object to float. Select all the
feature columns and convert them into a vector. Select features and labels columns.

d) Split the data in inito train and test ration in the ration 70:30. Create the random forest
model with 200 trees with a tree depth of 5. Train the model and evaluate the
performance of the model on the test data.
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e) Save the file and close it. Rub the program using the following command

OUTPUT –

3.4.3 Implementation of Support Vector Machine model
a) Import the required libraries.

b) Create Spark Context and start Spark Session
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c) Read the data from hdfs. Change the data type from object to float. Select all the
feature columns and convert them into a vector. Select features and labels columns.

d)

Split the data into train and test. Create the support vector machine using Linear
Support Vector Classifier. Since there are five classes, one vs all classifier is attached
to the model to handle multi-classification. The model is trained for 25 iterations and
evaluated.
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OUTPUT –
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Conclusion

All the above steps were implemented to create Electrocardiogram classification and
prediction using the MIT-BIH dataset. All the tools used were mentioned throughout the
implementation stages. Two experiments – Local implementation and Apache Spark were
implemented to answer the research questions and research objectives.
It is important to use the specified versions of Hadoop and Apache Spark, as errors or
glitches might arise if any other version is used.
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